
Scan or click here to
check out my Manifesto!

Standardise delivery
of SU mock
examinations
Starter pack guide on
how to run mock
examinations
Create room booking
form for mocks
Provide centralised
Mock-Finals

Organise ICSMSU
Academic rep training
Increase Padlet use
for day-to-day queries
for all years
Increase publicity of
SSLG agenda and
academic changes

Implement centralised
academic tutorials for
all year groups

EXAMINATIONS

REPRESENTATION

SOCIETIES

KEY DATES
9am Monday
14th March

VOTING OPENS

2pm Thursday
17th March

VOTING CLOSES

https://linktr.ee/yasminbaker yasmin.baker20@imperial.ac.uk

TANGIBLE CHANGES I'VE MADE

icsmsu academic
chair

Can She Do it?
#YazzSheCan❤ YASMIN BAKER

MY AIMSWHY VOTE FOR ME? QUOTES FROM
ENDORSEMENTS

'Super approachable, kind & thoughtful'
'Amazing teamwork, leadership and

organisational skills'
'Her achievements serve as a testament to
her dedication and passion for education'

'Exemplary candidate whose made a
lasting impression'

'Active voice for student academic
representation'

'Open to new ideas and willing to
represent 'US' in front of faculty'

'Deep understanding of new
curriculum'

'Consistently puts 100% into her work'

'Listens to our concerns, forwards them
and updates us with solutions'
'Most supportive, motivated &
hardworking person I've met'

'Warm, friendly personality - you'll
always find a smile on her face'

#YazzSheCan
#VoteYazz❤ 

As ICSMSU Academic Officer for Early Years and
Academic rep (3yrs), I have consistently advocated
for academic improvements; supported students
via Mock exams, advice and schemes; guided reps
and resolved issues. I recognise how faculty work,
have analysed & presented feedback and know
how to amplify the student voice to implement
substantial changes!

Therefore, I'll be honoured to be YOUR Academic
Chair to support the entire student body and
ensure YOU succeed academically!

Improved delivery and standardisation of SU
CPA mocks

Collaboration & standardisation of mark
schemes
Digitalised mark schemes reducing paper-
waste
Coded forms so feedback is sent directly to
students reducing workload
Laminated NEWS2-sheets so can be used for
all future CPA’s
Email templates for academic leads to use

Improved delivery of SSLG’s so they run on time
by organising pre-SSLG meetings
Implemented Padlet in Y1/2
Y1-3 Year Group Teams to centralise tutorials
Academic Rep Handover Document
Increased notes on SU Notebank
SU QuestionBank
Year 2 Advice document
Retake Advice Scheme
and more!

https://linktr.ee/yasminbaker
https://linktr.ee/yasminbaker
https://linktr.ee/yasminbaker

